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We will talk about…

• Parent challenges with hearing aid management

• Clinician communication strategies
• Clinical implications



Background on our study

eHealth Intervention
N = 41

Treatment as Usual
N = 41

Parents of children 
• 0-42 months
• Behind-the-ear hearing aids

Muñoz et al., 2021



The intervention was 6 weeks

Phone coaching call

Instructional videos

Weeks 1 - 6

Weeks 2 - 5



We compared 
parent 
outcomes

Differential change over time
• Knowledge: p = .008
• Parent perceptions: p = 0.65
• Confidence: p = .004
• Monitoring: p = .004



We analyzed the coaching phone calls…

• Goals
• Questions
• Challenges

Parent                                                      Nichols et al., in press 

• Question asking
• Responding to emotion
• Shared process

Clinician communication



Parent Challenges
• 53% Effect on the parent

• 33% Related to audiologist
• 10% Child factors 

• 4% Anticipated



Effect on the parent

Device 
care 

(53%)

Emotions 
(31%)

Routines 
(13%)

Finances 
(3%)

“it’s just so overwhelming… I always 
describe it as drowning… I 
remember her [audiologist] talking 
and… shaking my head like ‘you 
have to pay attention this is 
important’. There was just so much 
information at one time” 



Related to audiologist

Parental lack of knowledge 
(61%)

Time restraints/scheduling 
(12%)

COVID (12%)

Access to pediatric audiologist 
(9%)

Negative relationship (6%)

“The audiologist probably should 
have gone over all of that stuff. 
Like… testing the hearing aids to 
see if they’re working… it was our 
speech therapist actually that 
encouraged me to start doing it 
[listening checks] more regularly… 
our audiologist has never asked if I 
check them” 



Related to child

Development (37%)

Behavior (35%)

Environment factors 
(18%)

Multiply involved 
(10%)

“he’ll [child] at least tell us… he’ll sign 
like, ‘fix it, fix it, fix it’… especially when 
the behind the ear piece… comes 
forward… he doesn’t quite have the 
dexterity to like push it back behind his 
ear” 



Clinician Communication



Asking questions 59% Closed

41% Open

Missed opportunities

Asked closed question

“Any other questions?”

When an open could 
facilitate discussion

“What else would you like to 
ask?”



Responses to 
emotion

79% Encourager

14% Empathy

5% Reflection

2% Encouragement

Missed opportunities

Responding to technical 
aspect 

P: “…[she] pulls it out 
[hearing aid] …that’s been 
really frustrating.” 

C: “right, have you done 
anything that helps with the 
pulling out?” 



Shared process

62% Sharing information

19% Joint planning

11% Progress monitoring

9% Summarizing

Missed opportunities for joint planning

P (final call): “I still think routines need 
to be better established because that 
would be-I think once we do that it’ll be 
kind of like-like once you get up for naps 
sometimes, I put them in and 
sometimes I don’t. Like I need to get it 
put in. Um, it’s just kind of getting a 
routine that we do that.” 

Joint planning for routines did not occur 
with this parent



Clinical Implications



B E T T E R  L A N G UA G E  O U TC O M E S  W I T H  1 0 +  H O U R S  O F  H E A R I N G  
A I D  U S E  P E R  D AY

( TO M B L I N  E T  A L . ,  2 0 1 5 )



BUT…MULTIPLE FACTORS CAN INTERFERE 
WITH AUDIBILITY



YOUNG CHILDREN 
NEED HELP  FROM 

THEIR  PARENTS 
TO ACCESS  

SOUND



Supporting 
audibility takes 
teamwork



Partnering with parents: supplement in-person care

Muñoz, 2021



Related infographic resources



Questions?
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